






Terracorp had the competitive edge of being founded by two actual Terrans stranded in Argon space, Jonferco’s  
founder, Ser Alman Jonferson, had no such inside advantage.

Procuring Terran technology through legitimate channels was no longer an option.

His business contact in Mars died last year, due to natural causes or Dark Space intervention, he didn’t know. And 
now that the Commonwealth governments banded together to restrict access their technology licenses to Terran 
interests, he couldn’t risk breaking the Advanced Technology Embargo without serious sanctions from the Teladi 
Profit Guild. Even now rumors circulated that the Argon Secret Service managed to steal blueprints from the AGI  
Task Force, but his contacts there didn’t go deep enough to confirm it, let alone get access to them.

Instead, he’d have to resort to some real Shady Business to see this through.

Jako tapped some controls near the virtual terminal. The clear glass walls of his office polarized. All the security 
feeds monitoring his room ceased recording. As a final precaution, the executive got up and made double sure the 
door’s mag-locks had engaged. He sank back into the well worn contours of his chair. Jako entered an encrypted 
passkey into his terminal.

The trideo signal snaked its way through computer systems, chirping several times as it lost its way. Between the 
minimally maintained network out in Senator’s Badlands and his contact off doing questionable deeds at market 
value, it took several tries for his contact to pick up. A bald Argon with sunken eyes suddenly glared back at him.

“Chikusho! Whadda want?”

Jako always winced at how skinny the pirate was. The gleam bouncing off his sickly pale skin did little to improve his 
fleeting  charm.  Whatever  banned  technology  goods  his  Beryll  contact  peddled,  it  probably  contained  multiple 
carcinogens. 

“Fisty, I need something.”

“You and every other soja husker this side of Prime. Is this line even clear? Call back when I’m not hauling tampered 
chips through The Edge, Bakka.”

The feed bounced a little as something jostled the pirate’s cramped cockpit. He cursed something unintelligible as 
proximity klaxons wailed off. For all Jako knew Leo had just sideswiped an asteroid while evading a Paranid customs 
interceptor.  

“Look. I’ll triple my usual offer. Just hear me out.”

“For triple the usual, I’ll just hear you out.” Leo jammed on the flight controls in front of him and the feed tilted crazily. 
Off to one side Jako thought he saw the flash of a distant squash mine explosion. Its shock wave rattled the Yaki  
military transport. “You want more than that, so do I.”

Leo righted his Chokaro, a rapacious grin accompanying the obscene gesture he flew his previous pursuers. Jako 
caught a glimpse of the faded ritual irezumi running up Leo’s arm.

“I need you to put out some inquiries. Figure out who works with matter / antimatter annihilation reactions. Preferably 
their use in propulsion. It’s fringe tech, but someone as unstable as you should know a few crackpots willing to play 
with the stuff.” The paper pusher picked up his cup and brought it to his lips.

“Sounds dangerous.” Leo grinned, seeing the chance to ramp up payment. Jako found it surprising that Leo still had 
all his teeth. “If Jonferco could part with a computer plant, I’m sure we could work out something with my oyabun.”

Jako nearly spat out his coffee. An entire factory? He was going to have to shuffle a lot of forms to make it disappear 
off Jonferco’s books. 

“Fine. Whatever. Just get this done.” Jako didn’t  even wait  to see if  Leo swung his ship around to pick up any 
survivors. The Split  demand for slave labor in their ore refineries was insatiable, especially after losing so many 
ships during the final stages of Operation Final Fury. “Oh and Fisty ... this call never happened.”

He cut the feed.





Yes. This contract would mean competing with the inferior Argon corporation Jonferco. It may only be a trade war,  
but if circumstances forced him to, Fui t'Ktt would slice his foes down with a thousand paper cuts. History proved 
competition for resources spurred some of the greatest conflicts.

Fui t'Ktt got back up from his austere metal chair and made his way back to the viewport. His arms folded across his  
puffed out chest. Operation Final Fury was one such conflict. Lead by the revered Rhonkar General Fjuny t'Scct,  
Commonwealth forces expelled the bug like Kha’ak from known space, though it had come at a high price.

The final battles had decimated many of the major Split family fleets. Rhonkar. Tkr. Zyarth. Njy. With no Kha’ak left  
to fight, the Xenon a soulless foe, and the Split not yet entering the new Terran / Argon conflict on the border sectors 
of Heretic’s End and Circle of Labor, they instead turned to old habits and petty squabbles.

Family Rhy’s expansion into the contested Boron sectors near Rhonkar’s Trial meant strong demand for Strong 
Arms goods. Strong Arms would sit in the background and grow stronger while other families skirmished to keep 
Family Rhy from expanding their territorial and military might. Perhaps one day corporate logos would grow more 
important than family mames. And when that happened, Fui t'Ktt’s name would be the one spoken in legend.

For the first time that day, Fui t'Ktt smiled.

Sector - Family Rhy
2948 EY / 778 NT

With some hesitation Mr. Sayreen sipped the blue green drink in his commemorative glass. It tasted of brine, but not 
unpleasantly so. The head of the Jonferco delegation plucked the artistically sliced sliver of fish from the angled 
glass lip and plopped it into his mouth.

Jako looked down at the exquisite buffet. Instead of flowers, arranged bladed weapons framed large platters of chelt. 
The sheer number of variations on the basic scruffin fruit amazed him. As far as Jako could tell, the seasoned dishes 
didn’t even contain scott spices. Family Rhy had truly spared no expense for this ceremony.

And with the string after string of military gains and sector annexations over the past two years, Rhy could afford to.

He let the other members of his delegation mingle with the Split in attendance while he made his way over to Leo in 
the gambling hall.  The Argon executive  moved through the packed party with some difficulty.  Just  about  every 
Family sent representatives to General Chi t'Ktt's wedding. Despite their bickering, all families came to pay respect 
to the General’s impressive military victories against the Xenon, Kha'ak, and those more recent.

A pair of Strong Arms guards stopped Jako before he entered the dimly lit  hall.  They checked the ever cunning 
Argon in case he sneaked in a metal utensil from the buffet to use as a weapon if his luck ran out at the roulette. To 
be fair, most other race sector’s law enforcement consider Split cutlery contraband.

The gambling hall didn't sport the same amount of flash or glitter as a Teladi casino, but it was one of the few forms 
of Split recreation that didn't involve the need for an organ transplant afterward. Jako stepped in beside Leo standing 
by  the  massive  roulette  wheel.  It  twirled  about,  curved  ornate  spines  catching  what  little  light  came  from the 
embedded ceiling lighting.

Split, not accustomed to relying on luck alone, integrated a measure of skill into their version. As the wheel spun 
about, the segments along the outer wheel changed colors depending on the series of glyphs it passed. The wheel’s  
rotational speed and glyph set changed with each game.

Only a few attending Split seemed interested in the game of fancy. Most watched the live Ghok fight in the adjacent 
hall, forming a tight triangle with the buffet hall. Jako looked around the gambling table to the other patrons.

The wild reptilian eyes of the Nvidum Mining and Manufacturing Corporation representative seemed glued to the 
ever shifting colors of the spinning wheel’s edge. He sported an Argnu ranching hat, complete with belt buckle, which 
amused  Jako  for  some  odd  reason.  A  cluster  of  cloaked  Paranid  stood  off  to  one  side,  more  interested  in 
deconstructing the mathematical algorithm used to flip the colors than betting on the game itself. Boron would prefer 
not to be caught dead here.

Leo waited for the rest of the small crowd to place their bets on the next outcome. The shifty Argon, whose formal  
Jonferco delegate attire seemed out of place, listened intently to the music coming through one wireless earpiece. 








